Software service emulation is an emerging technique for creating realistic executable models of server-side behaviour and is particularly useful in quality assurance: replicating production-like conditions for large-scale enterprise software systems. This allows performance engineers to mimic very large numbers of servers and/or provide a means of controlling dependencies on diverse third-party systems. Previous approaches to service emulation rely on manual definition of interaction behaviour requiring significant human effort. They also rely on either a system expert or documentation of system protocol and behaviour, neither of which are necessarily available. We present a novel method of automatically building client-server and server-server interaction models of complex software systems directly from interaction trace data, utilising longest common subsequence matching and field substitution algorithms. We evaluate our method against two common application-layer protocols: LDAP and SOAP. The results show that without explicit knowledge of the protocol specifications, our generated service models can produce well-formed responses for interactions. These responses can then be used within an emulation framework for large-scale enterprise system quality assurance purposes.
INTRODUCTION
Modern enterprise software environments integrate a large number of software systems to facilitate complex business processes. Many of these software systems are part of "systems of systems" and, consequently, need to interact with services provided by other systems in order to fulfill their responsibilities. CA IdentityMinder (IM) [8] , for instance, is an enterprise-grade identity management suite supporting management and provisioning of users, identities and roles in large organisations across a spectrum of different endpoint systems. It is typically deployed into large corporations, such as banks and telecommunications providers, who use it to manage the digital identities of personnel and to control access of their vast and distributed computational resources and services. A significant and non-trivial engineering challenge is how to assure, before live deployment, the quality of such software systems that are to be able to interoperate across the often heterogeneous services provided by a largescale environments and to investigate the effects of different environment configurations on their operational behaviour.
Due to the often non-trivial interaction patterns between a software system and its operating environment, traditional standalone-system-oriented testing techniques are inadequate and ineffective in assuring quality of such systems (cf. [12] for a detailed discussion). Enterprise software environment emulation [13, 14] has been postulated as an alternative approach to providing executable, interactive representations of operating environments. By modelling the interaction behaviour of individual systems in an environment and subsequently simultaneously executing a number of those models, an enterprise software environment emulator provides an interactive representation of an environment which, from the perspective of an external software system, appears to be a real operating environment. Hence, the emulation approach allows for a more systematic approach to assure quality of enterprise systems in a "system of systems" context [12] .
Being able to create light-weight executable models is pivotal to the emulation approach. The most common approach is to manually define interaction models with the use of available knowledge about the underlying interaction protocol(s) and system behaviour(s), respectively. This entails defining sometimes complex sequences of request/response patterns between elements of the system including suitable parameter values. However, in a realistic environment, neither of these are necessarily available at the required level of detail (if at all), a scenario not uncommon when third-party, legacy and/or mainframe systems are involved. Additionally, the large number of components and component interactions in such systems makes manual approaches very timeconsuming and error-prone. If the environment changes with new enterprise elements or communication between elements, these manual protocol specifications must be further updated.
In order to address this problem, we describe a new approach that infers enterprise system element interaction behaviour via mining interaction recordings (henceforth referred to as interaction traces). These interactions are between an endpoint system and elements in its deployment environment. More specifically, we introduce a framework that, given an incoming request to a modelled system, our technique (i) searches for a suitably "similar" request in a database of previously recorded interaction traces, (ii) identifies the commonalities and differences between the incoming request and the recorded request, and (iii) generates a response based on the identified commonalties and differences and pre-recorded responses. In a proof of concept implementation, we use longest common subsequence matching and field substitution to realise these message processing steps. To evaluate our approach, we report on its applicability using the common enterprise application-layer protocols LDAP [23] and SOAP [1] , respectively. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the key motivation for this work using a concrete enterprise system emulation example. Section 3 discusses related work, followed by the presentation of the various components of the response-generation framework in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the results of our evaluation and discuss the relevant findings as well as identified limitations. Section 6 concludes the paper and gives directions for future work.
MOTIVATION
Consider the IdentityMinder (IM) enterprise system, our system-under-test, in a proposed deployment environment, as shown in Figure 1 . Engineers want to evaluate whether the IM can scale to handling the number of likely endpoints in the deployment scenario, given (i) likely maximum number of endpoints; (ii) likely maximum number of messages between endpoint and system; (iii) likely frequency of mes- sage sends/receives needed for the system to respond in acceptable timeframe; (iv) likely size of message payloads given deployment network latency and bandwidth; and (v) the system's robustness in the presence of invalid messages, too-slow response from end-points, or no-response from endpoints. Messages being exchanged between the system and endpoints adhere to various protocols. For example, an LDAP message sent by an endpoint to the IM needs to be responded to with a suitable response message sent in reply by the IM, in an acceptable timeframe and with acceptable message payload. Subsequent messages sent by the endpoint to the IM using the LDAP response message payload need to utilise the previous response information.
In previous work we developed an emulator that could scale to thousands of virtual endpoints to validate such deployment scenarios [12, 25] . Endpoint emulations would send and receive messages to the system under test, generating suitable messages to confirm to its protocol and expectations. Unfortunately, considerable manual effort is required to define protocols, such as LDAP and SOAP messaging, and also, considerable effort to implement suitable endpoint behavioural emulation within the emulator. This also required considerable expert knowledge of the protocol.
Key requirements that we have identified and that we want to address in our current work include:
• we need to be able to record and then analyse real system and real endpoint interactions, to enable us to synthesise a protocol definition from these observed interaction traces;
• when our emulation environment is emulating an endpoint, upon the endpoint receiving a message, we need to be able to deduce a best-matching response message and suitable payload;
• we need to reply to the sending system with appropriate message and payload synthesised via the analysis and matching process.
RELATED WORK
A major challenge when attempting to assure the quality of large enterprise systems is producing a suitable test-bed environment. To this end, physical replication of a realworld deployment environments very quickly becomes difficult to effectively manage, or even achieve. Recreating the heterogeneity and massive scale of typical production environments is, in many cases, simply impossible given QA team's resources. As outlined above, in our domain, we need a real system-under-test -such as IM -to be able to communicate with literally thousands of endpoints, behaving as they would in a real production environment. Provisioning such a testing environment with thousands of real client and server hardware platforms, suitably configured networks, and appropriately configured software applications for our IM system-under-test to communicate with, is near-impossible.
Over the years, a number of approaches have been proposed that aim to provision testing environments suitable for quality assurance activities required to test enterprise software systems. Hardware virtualization tools, such as VMWare [24] and VirtualBox [16] , are capable of replicating specific facets of deployment environments. However, a general rule of thumb states that a virtual CPU to physical core ratio in the order of ten to one as the practical upper limit [22] . Hence hardware virtualization tools suffer similar scalability limitations as physical recreation of deployment environments. Mock objects [7] mitigate some of the scalability concerns. However, they are often too language specific and require the re-implementation of some of an environment's functionality, resulting in testing environment configuration and maintenance problems and requiring detailed knowledge of environment components.
Performance and load testing tools, such as the ones proposed in [6, 10, 11, 21] , provide a means to emulate many thousands of software system clients with limited resources. However, they are designed to generate scalable client load towards a target system, rather than the opposite direction needed for our problem situation. Thus while they provide a suitable platform to scale client-to-server load, enterprise systems like CA IM require a test environment with systemunder-test to environment load scaling, a related but fundamentally different challenge.
In order to overcome shortcomings with these existing enterprise system QA approaches and tools, the creation of "virtual", or emulated, deployment environments has been proposed. Ghosh and Mathur [9] state that "an emulation environment, which is able to provision representations of diverse components, enables tests of components that interact with a heterogeneous environment, while scalable models put scalability and performance testing for components into practice." In our prior work [12, 13, 14] , we proposed an enterprise software environment emulator, called Kaluta. It provides a large-scale and heterogeneous emulation environment capable of simultaneously emulating thousands of endpoint systems on one or a few physical machines. We have shown this scales very well to the needs of enterprise system QA as outlined above. However, the creation of executable endpoint models relies on the availability of a precise specification of the interaction protocols used. It is also time consuming, error-prone and subject to considerable maintenance effort in heterogeneous deployment environments.
ITKO LISA [18] is a commercial software tool which aims to emulate the behaviour of services which a system under test interacts with in its deployment environment. It does this by 'mimicking' responses that a real service would produce when sent a request by the enterprise system under test. One of the key features of LISA is that, after recording a set of real interactions between an enterprise system and an endpoint, it uses these to produce responses to further requests, thus behaving like a 'virtual' service. LISA is able to consider the interaction state when sending a response, and uses field substitution (called magic strings) in the responses for fields it detects are identical in the request and response. LISA requires the transport protocol and the service protocol to be known in advance of the recording for the modelling to be effective.
Research in protocol reverse engineering is an important reference to our work. Early effort in reverse engineering was for protocol determination. By analysing a large amount of packets and traces captured on networks, researchers are able to obtain structure information of the target protocol for network analysis and even automatically reverse engineering the state-machine model of network protocols [3] . Cui et al. [4] , for example, proposed an emulator aiming to mimic both client and server side behaviours. With the emulator, they can record/replay the interactions of web applications for checking conformance of web server behaviours. Although the proposed approach deals with the emulation of interaction process, they essentially intend to test conformance of the client-side systems rather than work in the opposite direction as we do.
APPROACH
In essence, our approach works as follows:
• A large enterprise system-under-test, such as IM, is observed communicating with endpoint(s) in its deployment environment using a tool such as Wireshark.
• The emulation environment uses this trace recording as a source for protocol analysis and response generation, storing it in a repository of request/response pairs.
• When running QA tests against the system-under-test, the emulation environment receives a request from the system-under-test and uses the trace history to identify potential valid response messages.
• We use a set of algorithms to compare the current request, previous request/response pairs, set of historical sequences of request/response pairs, and the set of values in the request to synthesise a response message.
• The emulation environment returns the generated response message to the system-under-test, fulfilling its expectations of a response message.
• The system-under-test consumes the generated response message and continues running. This is in contrast to existing emulation approaches where requests received by the emulation environment are processed using (typically) manually-specified scripts to generate a response.
Preliminaries
For the purpose of the proposed technique, we assume that for a given protocol under investigation, we are able to record a sufficiently large number of interactions between two (or more) software endpoints. Tools like Wireshark [15] have the functionality to filter network traffic and record messages of interest in a suitable format for further processing. We also assume that these recordings are "valid", that is, that the sequence of recorded interactions are (i) correct with regards to the temporal properties of the underlying protocol and that (ii) each request and response message is well-formed.
Without loss of generality, we assume that each request is always followed by a single response. If a request does not generate a response, we insert a dedicated "no-response" message into the recorded interaction traces. If, on the other hand, a request leads to multiple responses, these are concatenated into a single response. We use such an approach in our evaluation (cf. Section 5) to merge multiple LDAP search result entries into a single response.
Given these assumptions, we define a number of constructs needed to express our framework more formally. We start with the notion of the most basic building block, the set of message characters, denoted by C. We require equality and inequality to be defined for the elements of C. For the purpose of our study, C will most likely comprise of the set of valid Bytes that can be transmitted over a network or the set of printable Characters as a dedicated subset. Furthermore, we define M to be the set of all (possibly) empty messages that can be defined using the message characters. A message m ∈ M is a non-empty, finite sequence of message characters c1c2c3 . . . cn with ci ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We consider two messages m1 = c1,1c1,2 . . . c 1,l and m2 = c2,1c1,2 . . . c2,n to be equal if l = n and c1,i = c2,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A single interaction I consists of a request, denoted by Req, as well as the corresponding response, denoted by Res. Both Req and Res are elements of M and we write (Req, Res) to denote the corresponding request/response pair. An interaction trace is defined as a finite, non-empty sequence of interactions, that is, I1I2I3 . . . In. Finally, we define the set of interactions I as a non-empty set of interaction traces.
Processing Requests
The motivation behind our approach is that if an incoming request is very similar to one of the recorded requests (having a suitable notion of "similarity"), then the response should also be similar to the corresponding previously recorded response. Hence, identifying the differences between the incoming and previously recorded requests should give us a good indication how the corresponding recorded response can be altered in order to synthesize a matching response.
For example, assume that the recorded interaction traces between an LDAP client and server contain a search request for all entries with the name Baker. If an incoming request defines a search for all entries with the name Parker, then the two requests can be considered to be similar (both are search requests; only the name is different). Hence, if we replace all occurrences of 'Baker' with 'Parker' and the adjust the LDAP message-id accordingly, then the altered response to the recorded search for Baker is probably a "good enough" response to the search for Parker for emulation purposes.
Consequently, our proposed framework consists of two main processing steps: (i) given an incoming request to an emulated enterprise system endpoint from the system under test, we search for a suitably "similar" request in the previously recorded interaction traces. (ii) Our system then synthesizes a response for the incoming request based on the similarities in the request itself and the "similar" request identified in the interaction traces, as well as the recorded response of the "similar" request.
Using the definitions introduced above, our framework can thus be formalized as below. To facilitate the presentation, we denote Req in as the incoming request and I * (I) as the set of all interactions in I.
where dist and trans denote user-defined distance and translation functions, respectively, allowing the framework to be tailored for the specific needs of given context. The distance function dist is used to compute the distance between two requests. We require (i) the distance of a message m with itself to be zero, that is dist(m, m) = 0, and (ii) the distance between two non-identical messages m1 and m2 to be greater than zero. Depending on what kind of distance function is used, a different pre-recorded request will be chosen to be the most "similar" to the incoming request.
The translation function's responsibility is to synthesize a response for the incoming request. As a simplification of our work, we made the decision to ignore temporal properties in our framework, that is, the synthesized response solely depends on the incoming request and the recorded interaction traces, but not on any previously received or transmitted requests or responses, respectively, Adding a temporal dimension to the framework is part of our future work.
Common Subsequence Alignment
What kind of distance measure(s) should we choose in order to best express our intention of similarity as discussed in the previous section? A widely used notion of similarity is the edit distance [20] between two sequences s1 and s2, indicating the minimum number of modifications (insertions, deletions, and substitutions) in order to obtain s2 from s1. A very similar problem has also been identified in the area of bioinformatics in order to determine the similarities in the amino acide sequences of proteins [19] . For the purpose of this work, we are using a modified version of the solution presented by Needleman and Wunsch [19] as our distance measure. This is because as the stochastic approach presented by Ristad and Yianilos [20] relies on a suitably configured benchmark corpus, we may not always be able to generate this from the recorded interaction traces.
The basic idea of the sequence alignment is align all common subsequences of two sequences under comparison and insert gaps into either of the sequences when they differ. In order to avoid "random" alignments of a small size, we modified the algorithm in such a way that a minimum length is required in order to identify common subsequences as such.
The following example briefly shows how our message alignment process works. Consider the following two text sequences:
• Where is my computer book?
• Where is your computer magazine?
The common subsequences are "Where is ", " computer ", and "?". (Note the spaces in around " computer ".) "my" versus "your" and "book" versus "magazine" are the two differing parts of the two sequences. The standard NeedlemanWunsch algorithm would align the character 'y' common to "my" and "your", although it probably makes more sense not to identify 'y' as a common subsequence, hence the need for a minimum length of common subsequence. The fully aligned sequences will be as follows (we use the character ' ' to denote an inserted gap):
•
The distance between two sequences is defined by the number of gaps inserted to both sequences in the alignment process -18 in the example above. In order to allow for a better comparison of similarity across multiple protocols and/or scenarios, we define the dissimilarity ratio as the ratio of the "raw" edit distance divided by the length (i.e. number of elements) of both sequences, e.g. 18/(26 + 32) = 0.31 in the example given above. The dissimilarity ratio, as illustrated in this section, was used as the distance measure for the evaluation of our approach (cf. Section 5). Two identical sequences will have a dissimilarity ratio of 0 and the bigger the ratio, the more dissimilar two sequences are.
Symmetric Field Identification
The second step in our approach is to synthesize a response for the incoming request, exploiting the commonalities between this request, its best match, as well as the associated recorded response. In order to do so, we again rely on common subsequence identification.
Many protocols encode information in request messages that are subsequently used in the corresponding responses. For example, application-level protocols such as LDAP add a unique message identifier to each request message. The corresponding response message must contain the same message identifier in order to be seen as a valid response. Therefore, any approach that attempts to synthesize responses for LDAP must "copy" the message-id into the corresponding response message. Similarly, information associated with a specific request operation (e.g., a search pattern for a search request) will often also be "copied" across from the request to its response. We will refer to such information as symmetric fields for the rest of this work.
We use the common subsequence algorithm described in the previous section in order to identify symmetric fields: they are the common subsequences of a request and its associated response. However, as the symmetric fields of a request may not appear in the same order and/or cardinality, we cannot rely on a "simple" sequence alignment. Instead we have to compute the entire alignment matrix (as defined by [19] ) to identify common subsequences. Again, in order to avoid small, "random" common subsequences, a threshold has to be defined as to when a common sequence of characters is considered a symmetric field.
1
Once the symmetric fields between Req sim and Ressim are determined, the corresponding field information has to be identified in the incoming request Req in and substituted in Ressim in order to synthesise the final response Resout.
The following example will help illustrating the identification of symmetric fields and how symmetric fields are used in the response generation process. Consider the following LDAP search request 
Implementation
We have developed a proof of concept realisation of our framework, including the sequence alignment, the symmetric field identification and substitution algorithms, as well as the underlying modified Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. This was proof of concept prototype was implemented in the Java programming language. Both Wireshark and LISA were used to capture network traffic and exported into a format suitable for input into our Java implementation. At the time of writing, the implementation was not specifically optimized (both from a performance and memory consumption perspective). This is a task we intend to cover in future work.
EVALUATION
In this section, we present the experiments that we conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach presented in the previous section and discuss the results of our experiments. More specifically, we introduce our experimental setup as well as our evaluation criteria in sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. In Section 5.3, we present the results of our cross-validation and illustrate the accuracy of the synthesized responses. Finally, we discuss limitations of our current approach and identify possible areas of future improvements in Section 5.4.
Experimental Setup
Although one of the aims of our work is to enable emulation for unknown or ill-specified protocols, for evaluation purposes, we used two protocols where the precise message structures as well as the corresponding temporal properties are known: the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [1] and the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [23] . Both are commonly used application-layer protocols and hence lend themselves as case studies for our evaluation. SOAP is a light-weight protocol designed for exchanging structured information in a decentralised, distributed environments whereas LDAP is widely used in large enterprises for maintaining and managing directory information.
The interaction trace for SOAP used for our evaluation was generated based on a recording of a banking example using the LISA tool [18] . The protocol consists of 7 different request types, each with a varying number of parameters, encoding "typical" transactions one would expect from a banking service. From a pre-defined set of account id's, account names etc. we then randomly generated an interaction trace containing 1, 000 request/response pairs. Amongst those, we had 548 unique requests (with only 22 requests occurring multiple times), 714 uniqe responses (the replicated ones are predominantly due to the fact that the deleteTokenResponse message only had true or false as possible return values), and 23 duplicated request/response pairs. For the purpose of our evaluation, we considered this a sufficiently diverse "population" of message to work with.
The following is one of the recorded requests: This example illustrates that besides the structural SOAP information encoded in both messages, there is specific information that appears in both, the SOAP request and SOAP response, such as the account-ID in the example above.
LDAP is a binary protocol that uses an ASN.1 encoding to encode and decode text-based message information to and from its binary representation, respectively. For the purpose of our study, we used a corresponding decoder in order to translate recorded LDAP messages into a text format and an encoder to check whether the synthesized responses were well-formed (cf. Section 5.2). In future work, we plan to investigate whether we can omit the encoding/decoding steps and directly manipulate the corresponding binary representations.
The LDAP interaction trace used for the evaluation consisted of 498 unique interactions containing the core LDAP operations, such as adding, searching, modifying etc. applied to CA's DemoCorp sample directory [2] . The trace did not contain any duplicated requests or responses, and the search responses contained a varying number of matching entries, ranging from zero to 12.
The following briefly illustrates the textual representation of a search request: This example LDAP request contains a (unique) message identifier (Message ID: 15) and a specific object name (ObjectName: . . .) as the root node for the search to be used. The corresponding responses use the same message identifier (to indicate the request they are in response to) and the searchResEntry message refers to the same object name as the request. For our approach to synthesize correct LDAP responses, the corresponding information needs to be copied across from the incoming request to the most similar response to be modified.
Cross-Validation Approach and Evaluation Criteria
A cross-validation approach [5] is one of the most popular methods for assessing how the results of a statistical analysis will generalise to an independent data set. For the purpose of our evaluation, we applied the commonly used 10-fold cross-validation approach [17] to both the recorded SOAP and LDAP messages, respectively.
As shown in Figure 2 , we randomly partitioned the original interactions' data set into 10 groups. Of the 10 groups, group i (cf. top-left rectangle in Figure 2 ) is considered to be the evaluation group for testing our approach, and the remaining 9 groups constitute the training set. The crossvalidation process is then repeated 10 times (the same as the number of groups), so that each of the 10 groups will be used as the evaluation group once.
In order to investigate the applicability and effectiveness of our approach, for each message in the evaluation group, we compared the resulting synthesized response with the corresponding recorded response. We defined the following criteria to evaluate the "validity" of synthesized responses: 2. Well-Formed: this criterion indicates that the synthesized responses correspond to the structure required for responses as defined by the underlying protocol. Synthesized responses that do not meet this criteria are considered to be Ill-Formed.
3. Protocol Conformant: this criterion requires that synthesized responses are well-formed. On top of that, it requires that the responses conform to the temporal interaction properties of the given protocol, that is, the temporal consistency between request and response is preserved.
For the purpose of our evaluation, we used a weaker notion of protocol conformance as the order in which the requests are selected from the evaluation set is random and, as a consequence, unlikely to conform to a sequence of protocol conformant requests. Therefore, we consider a synthesized response to be protocol conformant if it conforms to the temporal properties at some point in time.
If a synthesized response is identical, then the other two properties (well-formed and protocol conformant) are implied. We can guarantee this under the assumption that the recorded interaction traces we use are considered to be valid and conform to the temporal interaction properties of the protocol. However, it is very well possible that the response generation process synthesises a well-formed response that is not protocol conformant (as we will further discuss in Section 5.4).
For the purpose of emulation, protocol conformance is the most important property a synthesized response needs to exhibit. The aim of an emulatable endpoint model is not necessarily to reproduce the behaviour of a real endpoint to 100% -as long as the responses an emulated endpoint provides are "good enough", this will be sufficient for many quality assurance activities [12] .
Evaluation Results
To benchmark the effectiveness of our approach for synthesizing responses, we used a random selection strategy as baseline where for an "incoming" request, the corresponding response is randomly selected from the responses contained in the training set. All generated responses for both, the approach based on common subsequence alignment (CSA) as well as the random selection strategy, were categorised according to the criteria introduced in Section 5.2. Table 1 summarizes the result of our experiments. Besides the number of responses falling in each of the four categories, it lists the number of valid response messages, that is, the sum of identical and protocol-conformant messages. Please note that the column Well-form. does not include the number of valid messages, that is, only those well-formed responses that are not protocol conformant are listed. Furthermore, for all non-identical responses, Table 1 also lists the median as well as the maximum dissimilarity ratios, respectively. Table 1 compares the different outcomes of the random response strategy and our CSA approach. Most importantly, no ill-formed SOAP responses were generated by either the baseline approach or the common subsequence alignment approach. However, our approach outperformed the random selection strategy in a number of aspects. Specifically, (i) all 1, 000 synthesized responses using our approach were protocol conformant, compared to only 33 of the randomly selected responses, and (ii) 9.3% of the generated responses were identical to the recorded responses in our approach, compared to 3.3% in the random selection strategy.
Evaluation results for SOAP.
Analysing the non-identical responses in more detail, we observed that the worst dissimilarity ratio of the common subsequence alignment approach is 0.046 (all other dissimilarity ratios are smaller). With an average response length of 239 characters, this gives us a maximum edit distance of 24 between the synthesized response and the "expected" response (i.e. the response associated with the most similar request). This shows that for the SOAP case study used, our approach was able to synthesize responses significantly more accurately than the random strategy.
LDAP results
A summary of the result of the LDAP experiments are also given in Table 1 . For the common subsequence alignment approach, 466 (out of 498) generated response messages were identical to the corresponding recorded responses (89.9%), and an additional 18 of the generated responses met the protocol conformant criterion (3.6%). Therefore, a total of 487 (or 97.8%) of all generated responses were considered to be valid. Of the remaining 14 responses, 9 were wellformed, but had the wrong message type, and 5 responses were ill-formed. Both aspects will be discussed further in the following section.
In case of the random selection strategy, all responses were well-formed (as expected), but as many as 438 responses were valid (87.5%), which is not much worse than the CSA approach. This rather surprising result can be explained by the fact that about 90% of all recorded requests are searchRequest messages (with different search criteria), and hence the likelihood of randomly choosing another searchRequest as the "best" match is rather high. This also explains the rather low number of only well-formed messages.
With regards to the rather high maximum dissimilarity ratio, there are a number of very similar search requests in our data set, some of them resulting in responses with zero or one search result entries only, others with a large number of entries. Therefore, if a response with a small number of entries is used as the basis to synthesize a response for a request that expects a large number of entries (or vice versa), then the edit difference between the synthesized and expected responses is rather large and, consequently, the dissimilarity ratio as well. However, for the purpose of our overall goal of being able to generate valid responses, this is not a problem as despite a high dissimilarity, a valid response is generated as long as all symmetric fields are replaced correctly.
Discussion and Limitations
Based on the investigation of both SOAP and LDAP experimental results, we can see that our approach is able to automatically generate valid responses in most situations. However, as illustrated in the results for LDAP, a small proportion of protocol non-conformant or even ill-formed responses were synthesized. In order to better illustrate the underlying reasons, consider the following example where a protocol non-conformant response was synthesized. The following request The response is well-formed and the Message Id field has been substituted properly. However, according to the LDAP protocol specification, an addRequest adding an extra node to an LDAP directory, must result in an addResponse, and not in an modifyResponse as given in the example above. The reason for this unexpected response can be explained by the fact that the test set contains a modifyReqest with precisely the same ObjectName and Scope as the addRequest above and a Message ID of 151. Our distance measure identified this modifyRequest as the most similar match and hence, the associated modify response was used as the basis for synthesizing the response.
Most application-level protocols define message structures containing some form of operation or service name in their requests, followed by a payload on what data this service is expected to operate upon [12] . In the example above, the fact that addRequest and modfiyRequest denote different operations was not taken into consideration when the most similar request was chosen. In future work we intend to devise suitable heuristics allowing us to (semi-)automatically identify which part(s) of a request message most likely correspond to a service name, use this information to divide the set of interaction traces into clusters containing a single service type only, and restrict the search for the most similar request to one cluster only. This should also improve the run-time performance of our approach.
The following example indicates an ill-formed LDAP response. It is worth noting that the Message Id and ObjectName fields have been properly substituted from the corresponding request. However, the protocolOp values of addResEntry and addResDone are invalid LDAP operation names and were flagged as such by the LDAP encoder used. Similar to the previous example, there is a mismatch in the operation name of the most similar request: whereas the request message denotes an addRequest, the test set contains a searchRequest with a very similar message id and an identical ObjectName. The message id was substituted correctly, but all occurrences of search in the response were substituted to add, resulting in an ill-formed LDAP response. Again, clustering the set of interactions according to the service/operation name would have most likely prevented the selection of a searchRequest as the most similar request to an addRequest.
Comparing the dissimilarity measures of our LDAP and SOAP results (cf. the corresponding values in Table 1 ), we noticed that non-zero SOAP similarities are generally significantly lower than the non-zero LDAP results, indicating that our non-exact matching SOAP responses are typically less dissimilar to the real responses than their LDAP counterparts. This can be attributed to the fact that SOAP messages contain a significant amount of structural information which is easily duplicated in the generated responses. This makes the generated and real SOAP responses similar even when there are, perhaps significant, differences in the payload. This is not a major issue for our approach in general. However, it implies that comparing the effectiveness of various distance and translation functions across protocols needs to be done carefully as low(er) dissimilarity ratios in one protocol may be more due to the amount of common structural information than the properties of the distance and translation functions used. Similar to the abovementioned clustering approaches, we intend to use heuristics to (semi-)automatically separate payload and structure in messages and devise similarity measures that give payload information a higher weighting than structural information in order to improve the cross-protocol comparisons.
In our tests we have examined text-based messages with SOAP being a text-based protocol and for LDAP, we used a text representation. Future work will attempt to synthesise responses directly for binary protocols. This will bring extra challenges. In order to give one example, binary packets often contain the packet length as part of the encoding. Our field substitution method could change the length of packets and, therefore easily produce an ill-formed response. In order to address this issue, without using explicit knowledge of the message structure, we will need to devise methods to automatically identify fields such as the packet length.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have demonstrated that it is feasible to create a system which automatically builds executable interactive models of software service behaviour from recorded message traces, without requiring explicit knowledge of the internals of the service or of the protocols the service uses to communicate. This eliminates the human effort of manually specifying models and furthermore reduces reliance on a system expert or the need for extensive documentation of the service protocol and behaviour, respectively.
Our approach is to build models directly from interaction traces, recorded between a system-under-test and a software service which it depends upon. The interaction traces are used as a library with which to compare new requests from a system-under-test. The Needleman-Wunsch longest common subsequence alignment method is used to calculate the distances between a new request and requests in the interaction traces. In our initial approach, we assume that the response corresponding to closest matching request, is the best response to send back to a system-under-test. Symmetric field substitution is used to modify the sent response so that it is tailored to the new request.
The Needleman-Wunsch longest common subsequence distance measure combined with symmetric field substitution produces promising results for the two protocols tested. For LDAP, 94% of synthesised responses were identical to that of the real service, and 98% of generated responses were protocol conformant. For the more complexly structured SOAP, while only 9% of synthesised responses were identical, 100% were protocol conformant.
Future work will refine our request matching algorithms. For example, some fields in the request (such as the operation name) are more critical for identifying which response should be sent back. We will explore methods for automatically identifying critical fields. Possible approaches include reverse engineering the protocol structure, or using clustering to group responses and requests and then infer the critical junctures at which different types of responses are sent for similar looking requests. Utilising conversation state information may also improve the accuracy of synthesised responses. Finally, there is a need to test our methods on a wider range of protocols. Proprietary mainframe protocols, which are often poorly documented, are a particularly interesting category to test.
